In this paper, we focus on to authenticate web contents but web contents can be complex to authenticate. A website is made up of many parts consisting of static parts and dynamic parts. Dynamic parts are usually the data generated from database or computed at runtime. Static parts are usually the HTML/CSS3, javascript, and static images. The web contents especially dynamic parts have features certainly seem to have escalated in frequency. Thus, there have been occurred on online many problems such as injury to a person's honor or human right abuse. However, authenticating such a dynamic pages are very hard to achieve, because they changes very frequently. In order to resolve this problem, we present an electronic authentication approach for a snapshot of web contents. First, we take a feature extraction from images. Then, we make use of MD5 for data integrity for digital signature. Finally, we encrypt the data for security with the public key cryptosystem. This system enhances and verifies data integrity for a certain snapshot of web contents.
Introduction
The motivation of this research is the necessity for taking a snapshot of a certain web page, such as a privacy policy agreement, contract between two parties, important data for submitting to courts, and so on. For this purpose, there are nothing for us to keep the electronic data for authentication. Even though if we take a snapshot for authenticating an web site content on a user's computer or smartphone, it is not officially approved. This is because digital/electronic data would be easily altered or modified. It is difficult to authenticate even if we print out the data onto papers. Thus there are still a lot of needs to authenticate online data. As an example, we consider a case of a newspaper's web site [2] . Assuming that the private policy of personal information which is collected through the newspaper web sites. The page explains the company's policy in detail. If there exist some problems between a web site user and the company, it is possible someone could disregard. The policy at the time of violation occurred or the related rules. However, company can easily alter or modify if there are problem and if the policy shown/announced on the web site is adverse for them. This is because the web server is in charge of the company and easily manageable. Then, the company may deny that policy as we have not announced such a policy on the web. These results are difficult to approve the existence and integrity of the existence of the policy on the web.
In order to resolve the authentication problem of electronics contents, we introduce how we can establish confidence in user identity electronically between person and person or between person and computers. Since the authentication and transaction take place across an open network such as the Internet, the authentication and transaction should take place over a controlled network. Before we go into more detail, we assume that information sent from a web server on behalf of a trusted content provider arrives with integrity at the client web browser. That means we are assuming there is no security threat on the communication channel or the channel is protected by a virtual private network or something others. Thus, we need not worry about a various security threats on Internet, we just focus on the electronic authentication technique only. First, we take a capture for snapshot image which is target to be authenticated. Then, we extract feature values from the snapshot image. For this, we convert the snapshot image, a finite sequence of data points, in terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. And we take the DC component from the converted result. Then, we make use of the feature values to generate 256bits MD5 hash data. Then, users upload and authenticate the data to our authentication server. From then on, in case there are any threats to the integrity of the data or in case someone has to approve the integrity of the snapshot, we can check the data integrity using our authentication system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1 describes introductions and related works. Section 2 explores design and implementation of our E-authentication system and presents the experimental results using our system.
Design and implementation of electronic authentication
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Finally, we conclude and summary our work in Section 3.
Materials and Methods
This research focuses on design and implementation of the e-authentication system. To do so, we first introduce the e-authentication model and architecture. The e-authentication architecture, called e-auth, includes a trusted person and the E-Auth system. The E-Auth architecture shown in Fig. 1 includes various components: government, bank, E-Auth system, and user. Figure 1 shows the overall flow of our electronic authentication process in the E-Auth architecture. Before user start e-authentication, people who want to get the E-authentication should register to governments or banks with personal attributes in order to get the certification. The accepted forms of government-issued ID are state-issued photo ID card (i.e., driver's license) and passport. Bank which is shown in Fig. 1 has to ensure that the applicant's identity is one of the officially accepted, government-issued forms of identity. If all of the information is correct, the Bank endorses the request for the certification. After that, they can apply to a registration authority (our system) to become a subscriber of our service. Fig. 1 between government/bank and user or between e-auth system and user are either be RESTful open API interface or general HTTP web interface. The reason why we provide both interfaces is because we support web/mobile application and general PC applications, simultaneously. One of our key approaches in our e-auth system is that function of extracting feature value and generating MD5 hash value should be implemented onto e-auth system, not onto user client. This means that e-auth system provide the interface only, not the implementation detail, resulting in the perfect isolation between e-auth system and users. Thus, users recognize and access to e-auth system through RESTful open API interface. They don't have any accessible way directly, such as function call or library. As part of authentication, mechanisms such as device identity could be used to identify or prevent possible authentication false positives. In this architecture, a public key and a related private key comprise a public key pair. The private key is stored on the token and is used by the Claimant to prove possession and control of the token. A Verifier, knowing the Claimant's public key through some credential (typically a public key certificate), can use an authentication protocol to verify the Claimant's identity, by proving that the Claimant has possession and control of the associated private key token. Now we will discuss the procedure of processing a dynamic request, if server receives a request to the dynamic page from client, web server in kernel sends the cached static data to the client prior to constructing the complete dynamic page. First, web browser displays the static page to client. After that, user space web server sends the rest of the page, dynamic parts, to the client. Finally, the web browser integrates the dynamic parts into the static page displayed on the screen. So, this research supports to authenticate for a part of region which is specified by users. Then E-auth system take the histogram and feature extraction for a specific region of the snapshot, especially. This is necessary because E-authentication including dynamic data (for example, advertisements or something) will result in for the feature value extraction depending on the time when it will be extracted. We need to focus onto the not chaning part. The application redirects the user to the appropriate E-authorization endpoint, The following parameters are required: user certification, redirect_uri, and so on. The user logs into E-auth system with their credentials. The user is interacting with the authorization endpoint directly, so the application never sees the user's credentials. After successfully logging in, the user is asked to authorize the application. Note that if the user has already authorized the application, this step is skipped. Once E-auth system confirms that the client application is authorized, the end-user's Web browser is redirected to the callback URL specified by the redirect_uri parameter. Salesforce appends authorization information to the redirect URL with the following values: Since an image comprises hundreds or even thousands of 8x8 blocks of pixels, the following description of what happens to one 8x8 block in a microcosm of the Moreover, here a user has to specifiy a region of interest, directly. Then, our E-auth system will analysis and generate MD5 hash and the digested results will be attached to the original snapshot image.
Conclusion
As digital information becomes more pervasive, the threat to the integrity of the data increases. The proliferation of electronic services, e.g., Internet shopping, Internet banking, e-learning, has changed in many aspects of daily lives. Clearly, there are a lot of demands for an efficient authentication system that will guarantee the integrity of the electronic content from a trusted source to a client, especially when it is distributed and aggregated through third parties. Web content can be complex to authenticate. A website is made up of many parts (html, stylesheets, javascripts etc.). The main focus in this paper is authentication of web content. The web contents have features certainly seem to have escalated in frequency. Web data cover a variety of platforms, metadata and file types, so electronic authentication of web contents must take care to choose a method that collects the content and data required for authentication. Just time stamp and a hash value are not enough for authenticating web contents. In order to resolve the authentication problem of electronics contents, we present a authentication approach for a snapshot of web contents on PC or mobile devices. This technology leverages a secure authentication by extraction of the feature values from image, then we apply MD5 message digest to the feature values.
